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Conn Has Multiple Celebrations for Inauguration .1'''f~H:HI--------\;lJO
JAZMINE HUGHES
STAFF WRITER"/~/HWPjlf'~'jjIPIj Although the inauguration
of President Barack Ohama
coincided with the first day
of classes, many students, the
majority of whom support
President Obarna, received
e-mails from professors which
informed them that class was
cancelled; Other students just
decided not to go to class at all.
Crowded around in dorms,
common rooms, and audito-
riums on campus, students,
faculty, and staff alike watched
Rick Warren's unforgettable "...
and his daughters, Malia and
SAAASHAAAA!,"Aretha Frank-
'lin's epic hat and, of course, the
inauguration of OUf ground-
breaking 44th president
Despite being six hours away
from all the action, many stu-
dents enjoyed the numerous
opportunities around campus
to view the inauguration.
While some chose to watch
the inauguration with a small
group of friends, others
preferred to watch it in large
groups, in rooms like Palmer
Auditorium. .
"Watching the inauguration
in Palmer was fun, there were
a lot of people who could all
comfortably view Obama's face
at twenty times the magnifica-
tion," commented freshman
Nora Swenson. "It was also
nice to see that people stood
up to applaud and put their
hand over their heart for the
National Anthem. I was really
glad my teacher let me off early
to take part in the event"
For many, watching in a
large venue such as Palmer
was a rewarding and enjoyable
experience, as students were
Going
Broke
Conn's
Endowment
Takes a Hit
MONICA RAYMUNT
STAFF WRITER
President Higdon con-
firmed a $40 million de-
crease in the College's
endowment on Monday in
an article in New London's
The Day. Despite this loss,
which constitutes a 2S%
drop in the endowment, both
Higdon and Paul Maroni,
Vice President of Finance
for the College, maintain a
certain composure and quiet
confidence ahout the status
of the College during the
present economic crisis and
recession.
In a message to the college
community on November 6,
President Higdon remarked
that "The College entered
this very difficult economic
environment from a posi-
non of financial strength,"
showing a record-high
endowment of $225 million
at the fiscal end of 2007, and .
despite the capital markets
decline in 2008, the endow-
ment held fairly steady and
finished the fiscal year at
$215 million.
SEE GOING PAGE 4
Students gathered in the viewing rooms scattered across campus to view President
Obama's inauguration. The viewin~ stations included Palmer, the 1962 room, and the
Haines Room in Shain Library, Pict~red above.
able to bond together with a
variety of people in watching
the induction of a new political
and social era.
Many students also chose to
view the inauguration in the
slightly 'cozier Unity House.
Freshman Madeleine Noi and
sophomore Renee Stainrod
called it "a day that they will
never forget." Stainrod went on
to talk about her cancelled Ital-
ian class, thankful for the pro-
fessor that let class out early
so that students could "watch
history in the making with the
rest of [their] peers:'
W]tile most students were
able 10watch the inauguration
live, ~here were a small num-
ber a students 'still required
to go to class-and most were
not h ppy.
"I ":as upset that the teacher
could not wait to start the class
one d~1Ylater, wasting the day
on going over the syllabus,
which we could've done on
our o,,~n:' one student said.
"Instead of watching a mo-
e
mentous occasion, I spent my
morning doing something that
could've been put off."
Students in this situation
watched the inauguration nev-
erthele~s, relying on replays
and internet videos to catch
up on the events. Regardless
of where, when, or how people
watched the inauguration, we
all know that it is change-
whether good or bad-that
has finally come to the United
States.
Conn Students Give BloodCONGRESSMAN
COURTNEY AT CONN HANNAH SPORERSTAFF WRITER
This past Wednesday and
Thursday, Connecticut College
students filtered in and out of
the student center's 1962 room
to participate in the Red Cross
blood drive. Students filled out
necessary forms with their de-
tailed 'personal information
as they awaited a follow-up
interview to finish the screen-
ing process. A handful of these
potential blood donors showed
physical manifestations of a
light apprehension, their eyes
widening as their surroundings
revealed other students lying
on tables, their blood emptying
into pint-sized bags. Other, per-
haps more experienced donors,
had doubled their iron intake
for the day to ensure their abili-
tyto give blood withoutfainting.
To all of these students,
for either deeply personal or
humanitarian reasons, do-
nating blood was important
enough to let go of anxiet-
ies, whether of needles or
blood, and to alter daily habits.
As donors give a lot to par-
take in this process, the Red
Cross employees must too; they
attentively participate in rigor-
ous screening procedures to en-
sure those receiving the trans-
fusions are given clean blood.
Tyler' Olson, the Connecticut
Red Cross's donor recruiting
manager acknowledged that it
is actually the FDAwho dictates
this screening process and who
determines donor eligibility.
Many gay rights groups from
all over the country have pro-
I
SARAH KOSOFSKY
STAFF WRITER
put towards integrating more
technologies in the classroom.
"The higher education indus-
try, if you want to call it that,
Is feeling the financial pinch
as much as other sectors in
the economy," says Courtney.
"Their endowments have taken
hits, and their ability to invest
in capital expenditures has re-
ally become damaged. This six
billion dollars is an attempt to
fill that hole:'
But Connecticut College is a
private institution rather than
This past Friday, I had a
chance to sit down and talk in
person with Congressman-Ice
Courtney. He recently helped
to approve a new economic
stimulus plan that that will
benefit higher education in
Connecticut and in the rest of
the United States.
According to Congressman
Courtney, six billion dollars
will be invested towards mod-
ernizing education facilities
and another one billion will be
Daniel O'lKeefe takes time to give blood.
<
SEE COURTNEY PAGE 3 tested the FDA's 1977 policy
that forbiqs sexually active gay
men from donating blood. This
regulation' claims to weaken
the proba,~ility of obtaining
HIV positive blood, though it ig-
nores the almost flawless post-
donation blood testing process.
The activists often condemn
the FDA's implementation
of the policy and its author-
ity over the Red Cross to make
it obligatory to enforce it
However, some activists be-
lieve that with more effort, the
Red Cross could persuade the
FDA to abolish this regulation.
A Red Cross nurse who vis-
ited Connecticut College this
past week pointed out that
despite this ongoing conflict,
those who are eligible to donate
blood should do so: "SO% of the
United States' population will
need a blood transfusion in his
or her lifetirne't'and "only about
5% of the eligible population
donates blood." She suggested
that the other 9S% of potential
donors express anxiety over the
blood donating process or do
not understand its importance.
Overall, many Connecti-
cut College students set aside
anxieties and gave up time
this week to help supply
thirty hospitals in the state.
Tyler Olson says, "Connecti-
cut College students are vi-
tal to the Red Cross's work"
because "Conn's donor per-
centage compared to its stu-
dent body population is one
of the highest in the state."
Unfortunately, inclement
weather conditions lowered
Conn's typical donor percent-
age this week, but the Red
Cross will return to campus
in April with the hopes of bet-
ter weather and more donors.
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Letter From The Editor
Why We Were The Last To Know
In a story reported by The Day last week, it was revealed that
Connecticut College has lost $40 million from our already minis-
cule endowment. While such news should hardly be surprising
given the economic climate, I was shocked when I heard the news.
Not because I assumed we were immune to the forces of a global
economic disaster. If Tiger Woods is hurting (last year, GM termi-
nated their sponsorship of Woods), I knew Connecticut College
was eventually going to lose some money.
Why I am surprised, is that I expected us to hear about it before'
a newspaper. We are more than just students and residents of Con-
necticut College; we are also full-fledged stakeholders. Our tuition
fuels the day-to-day activities of Connecticut College, and we have
a vested interest in the future of the College. From the day we
stepped onto this New London campus until the day we find our-
selves pushing daisies, we will be Camels. Thus, when I hear that
these economic tremors may be felt in 2011, I worry. Though some
of us may graduate before then, our future is at risk as well.
I realize this a malady faced by almost every institution. Harvard
lost well over $8 billion the Wall Streetjourna! reported, and small
colleges were hit hard as well. According to' an article in the Trinity
Tripod, fellow NESCACschools Colby and Amherst reported a dirop
of2S%.
But what I find most troubling is that these figures were not
released to the campus community earlier. According to everyone
in the know, everything was fine. The College Voice itself reported
that the College was in sound financial shape. I
I realize that we were in the middle of a capital campaign.
Donors never like to put money into an institution that is having
trouble managing the money it currently has. But do donors like
puttIng money into an institution that has trouble reporting its
economic figures more?
What's even more troubling is that as of this day, Saturday,
January 31, there has still not been a formal e-mail to the College
announcing a course of action.
How will we combat the changes that leaner times will bring?
We will turn a blind eye to need-blind admission? Will we be un-
able to provide the financial aid that enables people of all different
socio-economic backgrounds to attend Connecticut College? Will
we turn singles into triples in an attempt to offset our declining
endowment?
In what has become an unfortunately repetitive ending to these
editorials, time will only tell.
-Ben
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Letters To The
Editor
•
You'll notice this space is blank. So
far this semester we've received
two letters to the editor. Are we
really that perfect? Have we made
.no mistakes? Are our opinions al-
ways the same as yours? I doubt
that. E-mail yours letters,
comments, even rants to
cevo ice@conncoll.edu .
We will run it.
The Voice is finally on-line.
Whether you're an envi-
ronmentalist, or just pre-
fer to get your news on
the computer, you
,
can visit us at:
http://voice.conncoll.edu
•
, ,
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DC
CONN TO SEND
OVER 50
STUDENTS TO
DC FOR YOUTH
CLIMATE
SUMMIT
BECCA SHUBERT
STAFF WRITER
Members of the Renew-
able Energy Club (REC) and
other interested students
will soon embark on a trip
to Washington, DC from
February 27 to March 2.
Here, students from Con-
necticut College will attend
training sessions, lobby for
federal climate action, and
be inspired by some of the
most highly respected en-
vironmentalleaders in the
country and world.
Over fifty students from
the College have already
registered for Powershift
'09, and will join the over
10,000 youth from around
the country to rally in the
Capital. REC is pumped
about this large turnout of
climate-concerned students
who want to become an
integral part of the Energy
Action Coalition as well as
promote change within the
government.
Powershift will likely be
even more exciting this year
under the flourishing new
presidency, which is already
looking to provide economic
stimulus policies focused
on clean energy and green
jobs. Students attending
will also have a chance to
breakout into a Connecticut
state group to lobby the
College's local congressional
representative, Joe Court-
ney. Students will also have
an exciting opportunity to
hear Ralph Nader, Van Jones
and many other influential
climate-concerned indi-
viduals speak. REC is now
planning on the personality
that students bring to the
event, and the goal of group
symmetry.
"We want to be the group
that everyone envies in DC;'
said an REC member at
their meeting on Tuesday.
It is pretty evident that club
members are beyond ex-
cited to travel to DC for this
youth summit.
But it's important to note
that Powershift isn't only for
REC members. Co-President
Tyler Dunham hopes to take
at least 25-30 students who
are not involved with REC to
this event.
Currently, with registra-
tion underway, the club is
focusing on fundraising to
lessen the cost per student
to make the trip. There is a
waitlist for funding, but stu-
dents interested in attend-
ing can secure their spot
for just $4S while helping
with fundraising efforts to
offset this cost. REC is also
working to find housing in
the DC area, and is looking
anywhere they can: friend's
homes, schools, churches,
and even available gymnasi-
ums. At least one student at
the meeting is even consid-
ering finding a campsite in
the local DC area, despite
possible cold weather.
If you are interested in
learning more, check out
rec.conncoll.edujpower-
shlft.html or the Powershift
website (powershlft09.org).
Registration at the group
rate currently costs $45,
but REC alms to fundraise
to offset the majority of this
cost. Contact Tyler Dunham
(tdunham@conncoll.edu)
if you are interested in at-
tending.
COURTNEY AT 'CONN
What's in a Grade?
An Inspection of Grade Inflation at American Colleges and Universities
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
a public one such as UConn, so
some may wonder if the school
would receive any help from
the stimulus package, espe-
cially the six billion to be in-
vested in the modernization of
classrooms and other college
buildings. However, Congress-
man Courtney said, "there are
no restrictions or prohibitions
as far as I can decipher that
limits it to public sector only,"
which gives OUf institution
reassurance.
Four hundred and ninety
million will be given to the
work-study program in the US,
making it possible for students
to get more out of the program
and to make the program
accessible to students who
were previously not eligible.
The amount of money that
students can borrow through
the government-subsidized
EMIILY ZUBKOFF
STAFF WRITER
During winter vacation
students received an email in-
forming them that first semes-
ter grades were posted on Self
Service. As usual, the grades
for each course and the stu-
dents' overall GPAwere listed.
If applicable with the student's
academic performance. Dean's
List was also included on the
online transcript. Students
with GPAs between 3.3 and
3.69 qualify for Dean's Honors
while those with GPAs of3.7
and higher achieved Dean's
High Honors. Receiving excel-
Jent grades is undoubtedly
rewarding, but, comparatively
speaking, how many students
have similar success? Grade
inflation has been a controver-
sial topic among colleges and
universities across the nation
Congressman Joe Courtney.
Stafford Loans has increased
by two thousand dollars.
"The federal government-
subsidized loan programs are
definitely a much safer way to
for years after a plethora of
institutions were accused of
gradually increasing students'
GPAs after a number of years.
Duke University professor Stu-
art Rojstaczer studied grade
To counteract this skepticism,
some schools like Princeton
University have enforced
grade deflation. Only 35% of
the students in each academic
department receive Ns.
trends among top universities
and colleges from 1991-2002.
According to his research, the
average GPArose from a 2.94
to 3.09. The upward trajectory
of GPAs at colleges and univer-
sities across the nation causes
one to wonder: do the grades
borrow money than looking
into the private market. The
interest rates for the Stafford
Student Loan program are
capped and decreasing over
the next few years. Also, con-
sumer protection is built into
these loans, says Congressman
Courtney.
I think this package shows
that the President is very
serious about delivering his
campaign promises.
Congressman Courtney
The Pell Grant program
has increased the maximum
amount that can be given by
five hundred dollars. There is
also a new tuition tax credit for
twenty-five hundred dollars,
aimed at making college more
affordable.
students at Conn receive
validly reflect their perfor-
mance in class? To counteract
this skepticism, some schools
like Princeton University have
enforced grade deflation. Only
35% of the students in each
academic department receive
As. As a result, the number
of students receiving As at
Princeton declined from 47%
in 2004 to 41% in 2007. Har-
vey Mansfield, a professor at
Harvard University, reportedly
said that one reason profes-
sors may inflate grades is
because it reflects positively on
themselves. If students receive
higher grades, the professors
have increased chances of
receiving better course evalua-
tions, which are important for
promotions and tenure. Grade
inflation may not, however, be
solely attributed to professors.
Schools have observed that
Courtney spoke about how
the stimulus package reflected
the new Obama presidency,
"When the President was
campaigning, he talked about
college affordability, access to
higher education, not only as
an issue of middle-class fair-
ness, but also of maintaining
America's competiveness. I
think this package shows that
the President is very serious
about delivering about his
campaign promises."
Congressman Courtney sum-
marized why he thought the
education part of the stimulus
plan was so important: If we
allow, during this economic
crisis, the country to collapse
its education infrastructure,
not only at the lower levels, but
also at the higher levels, we're
doing damage to the economy
in the longterm.
students have manipulated
their course schedules to take
classes in which more students
receive better grades. This may
not always hold true at Conn
because among the classes
with the largest enrollments
for fall semester were intro-
ductory biology and chemistry
courses, which are arguably
some of the most rigorous
classes at any college.
Students sign up to participate in Relay for Life.
Life, which had its kickoff last
Tuesday, January 27, hopes to
display just that.
Relay for Life is a nationwide
event run by the American
Cancer Society in which teams
of eight to twelve walk a track
to raise money for cancer
research. The walk goes on
through the night, with each
team needing at least one
member on the track at all
times. Many set up camp for
the long haul. Some relays have
been known to last 24 hours,
with full symbolism behind
such a stretch.
"[Relay is a night event]
to show that cancer doesn't
sleep," explains Sherri Arpin,
the American Cancer Society
representative helping to orga-
nize Conn's relay. "People with
the disease can't just turn it off
. like a light switch."
Besides the obvious goal of
earning money for the cause,
Relay for Life also prides itself
in strengthening community
ties, by bringing together the
many individuals affected by
the disease in a celebration of
life and remembrance. This is
what the relay here at Conn
hopes to achieve with the
inclusion of students, fac-
ulty, and others in the area. A
committee of over thirty-five
An Answer for Cancer
Conn kicks off its first annual relay for life event
STEPHANIE SCHWARTZ
STAFF WRITER
Cancer.' Whoever would
have thought that such a
small word would hold such a
devastating power, impacting
a myriad of people through-
out the world? The illness's
harsh realities touch so many,
from those bravely fighting
the disease themselves to
the steadfast friends and kin
helplessly watching this battle
from the sidelines. However,
like all other of life's tragedies,
cancer does have its Own
uncanny ability to bring people
together, and Connecticut
College's first annual ~elay for
people is working to organize
the event, and current signups
include staff, sports teams, and
even representatives from the
nearby Williams School.
As Jessica LeClair, the event's
OVCScoordinator stated,
"Conn doesn't really have
anything that brings its [stu-
dent and staff] communities
together ... I want [Relay] to be
a unifying event."
Conn's Relay is to be held
from 6 PM April 17 to 10 PM
April 18 around Tempel Green.
Those interested in signing up
or finding out more can go to
the website:
relayforl ife.orgj conncoll
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Higdon and Maroni admit
.that since June, the College's
endowment as fallen along
with many other college and
university endowments across
the country. That said, the
losses constitute much less
than the overall equity market
decline, according to Maroni.
Maroni and Higdon both
praise the College's prudent
financial management team
in minimizing financial losses.
The purpose of the College's
endowment is to "supply
ongoing support to the college
into perpetuity" and provide
"intergenerational equity" for
future classes, said Maroni. As
one of the revenue sources for
the College's operating budget,
the endowment as a whole is
invested for the long-term: that
is! the college uses a well-di-
versified portfolio and invests
in a number of broad catego-
ries in order to minimize the
risk of fiscal losses.
Higdon and Maroni also
maintain that some adjust-
ments will need to be made to
Going Broke
upcoming plans and projects
for the school, but those that
take effect will not be drastic.
"Provided the economic
environment does not dete-
riorate materially from here,
we expect to slow spending
growth somewhat compared to
the increases of recent years,"
says Higdon. This means a
slower rate of spending around
campus rather than a freeze
or complete halt to upcom-
ing plans and projects, said
Maroni.
Many students may wonder
what changes will occur to
daily life on campus as a result
of the drop in the endowment.
For one, the majority of con-
struction projects occurring on
campus will not be postponed,
since these projects are funded
by gifts for the most part, said
Maroni. Higdon notes that
"the College undertakes capital
projects only if they are fully
funded and, in certain cases,
only if we have established an
associated endowment to help
fund their incremental oper-
ating costs (as we did in the
fitness center, for example)."
The College has also been
able to minimize any changes
in financial aid packages, says
Elizabeth Hook, Associate Di-
rector of Financial Aid. In fact,
Maroni said that the College
increases the Financial Aid
Budget every year as tuition
increases. In anticipation of
changes in the economic status
of students' families this year,
Maroni maintains that the
working assumption is that the
increase in financial aid-Le.,
grant money-from 2009 to
2010 will be twice that of the
increase from 2008 to 2009.
With regards to student
grants, it is important to
note that only about 10% of
the College's grant money
is supported by the endow-
ment. The buikofthe college's
grant money is supported by
the operating budget, whose
three main sources include
the students' coniprehensive
fee, the college's endowment,
and gifts made to the College
What Global Warming?
through the Annual Fund.
Because the comprehensive
fee-s-i.e. tuition, room, &
board-composes 80% of this
budget, Higdon stresses the
importance of meeting enroll-
ment targets and high student
retention rates if the college
hopes to avert any major
changes during these rough
economic times,
Students should rest assured
that College officials will con-
tinue to pay close attention to
the endowment and financial
markets that affect it. Higdon
emphatically states that the
maintenance and growth of
the College's endowment is "a
responsibility 1 take very seri-
ously on behalf of the College.
Our ultimate goal - one that I
know is shared by faculty and
staff across campus - is to con-
tinue to provide this extraor-
dinary education to the best
and brightest students from .all
walks of life."
. Date: February 21st 2009
Where: Evans HaJJ, Con-
necticut College
When: 7 pm
!
!
!,
.ln Char Vereen's productio
r Privileged, Vereen dernon-]~ . ,
strates how a group of stu-
dents from the same inner
bty are able to find comma
ground amongst the one
obvious difference they felt
: separated them the most-
their skin color. Through the
~imilar living conditions, the
students learn to place thei
~ faith in God and attempt
i to be the difference. theyIwould like to see. After the
iuntimely death of one of the'i students (C/), the other's
tband together and begin to
·t acknowledge their simi-
llarities regardless of their
I physical differences. Ver-
~en's heartwarming producItion will have you in tears
rt mome.nts and laughing s9j
-rard you'd cry at others. Fo~
a wonderful night out, invite
~ family and friends to see
Privileged.
•
Bucking the recent trend of unseason-
ably warm winters, Conn experienced
a dusting of snow and
ice late last week.
This summer,
put your knowledge to work in Boston.
Summer Study Internship Program
May 19-August 14, 2009
Learn More.
617-353-0556
bu.edu/summer/lntemshlp
-
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Last
Week at
SGA ...
In Brief
• SGAwelcomed six
new senators: Patrick
Corbett '09 of Morrisson,
[azrnin Long '12 of Hark-
ness, Nathan Cornell '11
of Park, Freya Levett '10
of Burdick, Allie Weiss
'09 of Larrabee, and
Rocio Garcia '12 of Free-
man. New senators took
the Student Government
Oath.
• Amy Cabaniss, the
Campus Environmental
Coordinator, made a
presentation about the
campus's involvement in
Recylemania, held from
Jan 18-March 28. She
urged Assembly mem-
bers to get the word out
in any way possible.
• Student at-large
committee elections
were held. Naum
Minchin '10 joined the
Finance Committee and
Sarah Howe '10 joined
the Study Away Advisory
Committee.
• The SGAapproved a
vote of support to offset
our energy consumption
by 100% through the
purchase of renewable
energy certificates. This
is Connecticut College's
third year to offset by
100%.
• Senator commit-
tee elections were held.
Freya Levett joined
the Advancement and
Environmental Modeling
Committees, Nick Mer-
cer joined the Campus
Health Committee, Alex
Shapiro joined the Coun-
seling Services Commit-
tee, [azrnin Long joined
the Dining Services and
Finance Committees,
Rocio Garcia joined the
Financial Aid Liaison and
Public Relations Com-
mittees, and Allie Weiss
joined the Finance and
Residential Education
Committees.
• The SGAapproved
the Finance Committee
Budget allotments for the
current allocation period.
• As always, complete
minutes are available on
sga.conncoll.edu.
U.S. PRESIDENTS
Puzzle by Frank A Longo
Edited by 'Mil Shortz
ACROSS
1. He ended the era of
reconstruction by taking the
last federal troops out of the
South (#19. 1817-81)
6. Under him. California and the
New Mexico Territory were
won in the Mexican War(#11,
1840-49)
10. It comes before Feb.
13. Counting everyone: 2 wds.
14. Cheek makeup
15. "Who _ kidding?': 2 wds.
16. He created the U.S.
Department of Education
(#39, 1917-81): 2 wds.
18. Blend
19. Choose by ballot. as a
president
20. Late·night host Jay
21. "_ were the days!"
24. His victory in an Indian battle
led to his campaign slogan
"Tippecanoe and Tyler Too"
(#9.1841)
27. Benedict Arnold was one
29. Ship's steering apparatus
30. 16-Across'smiddle (lame
31. On a cruise: 2 wds.
34. Baseball Hall·of·F amer Mel
37. It fills a football
38. Lincoln who delivered the
Gettysburg address(#16.
1861-65)
40. "Bill_. The Science Guy"
41. Hog's home
42. Eleanor Roosevelt, to
Theodore Roosevelt
43. Web addresses
44. Mary _ Lincoln (38-Across's
wife)
46. Wild Australian dogs
'10. Hewas assassinated after four
months in office (#20. 1881)
53. "I've Grown Accustomed
Face" (song from "My Fair
Lady"): 2 wds.
54. Share a border with
55. Shoot for: 2 wds.
57. What President Jefferson
might have been called by
friends
58. He appointed the first female
Attorney General and the first
female Secretary of State
(#42, 1993·2001): 2 wds.
64. Actress Gabor or Argentine
political figure Peron
65. "Now that's what service!":
2 wds.
66. "_ get to the fun part!": 2
wds.
~~nr:,L'arning
www.n.ltimes.com{learning
twork
67. Title of some politicians:
Abbr.
68. What the second "N" of CNN
stands for
69. He directed the strategy that
successfully concluded the
Civil War (#18, 1869-17)
26.500 sheets of paper
27. Beverages containing
caffeine
28. Opposite of well· done. in a
restaurant
32. Tio-_·toe
33. Storage place for tools
35. He was the first vice president
to become president upon the
death of the chief executive
(#10. 1841·40)
36. Della's role on "Touched by
an Angel"
38. "Jimmy crack corn. _ don't
care ...": 2 wds.
39. _ one's time (wait for a
good opportunity)
43. "Disgusting!"
45. Frequently, to poets
47. Language spoken in Rome:
Abbr.
48. ObseNing carefully
'10. Microsoft billionaire Bill
50. Higher than
51. 1986-94 NBC legal drama: 2
wds.
52. Pickles that aren't sweet
56. Caesa(s 1,150
58. Recycling receptacle
59. Water at 31°F
60. Neither here there
61. US Airways alternative
62. "Mind your _ business!"
63. Volleyball partition
DOVIIN
1. Letters after G
2. "Not a Pretty Girl" singer
DiFranco
3. Sweet potato
4. Freddy Kruege(s street
5. Most crafty
6. Covered area leading to a
doorway
7. "I'm _ here!" C'Later!")
8. Size bigger than medium:
Abbr.
9. Prefix with flop or plunk
10. Under him, the Missouri
Compromise was passed (#5.
1817·25): 2 wds.
11. Essential acids
12. He resigned as a result of the
Watergate scandal (#37,
1969-74)
14. "The Facts of Life" star
Charlotte
17. Mal\( Antony's love. for short
20. Rapper _ Kim
21. Characteristic
22. He initiated a policy to
provide aid to countnes
threatened by Communism
(#33,1940·53): 2 wds.
23. Engine additive
25. "Cheers" actressPerlman
f
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POINTS OF VIEW
.Obama inauguration••
BECCA SHUBERT
CONTRIBUTOR
When it came time to send in my absentee
ballot in October, Obama or McCainwas a
surprisingly difficult decision. After hours
of research of pros and cons, I decided on
Obama. I agreed with his views a smidge
more, and McCain seemed to be a little too
old. And what would we do if Palin became
president in the event that something hap-
pened to McCain?
Most Conn students were probably very
quick to pencil in Obarna, but growing up in
a Republican household and having some
conservative beliefs myself made it less
simple. However, I was excited for the inau-
guration on the 20th; it was the first time in
my life that I felt involved in and aware of
the politics of our country. Watching from
the screen in the 1962 room in Cro, I could
feel the excitement around me for this life-
changing moment in history.
As I saw the crowd in DC,I began to feel
more confident with my choice. That confi-
dence, however, declined when Obama had
some difficulty in repeating the Oath, later
to find out it was the mistake of Chief Justice
john Roberts. Did Imake the wrong choice if
Obama wasn't even capable of doing some-
thing so simple. Myconfidence was restored
when Obama made his breathtakIng speech.
I truly believe that he will bring great change
to this country, and even though Imay not
agree with his every political choice from my
moderate point of view, I am confident that
overall he will bring the change our country
needs.
ANNA MEMBRINO
CONTRIBUTOR
booing continued, I looked over
at my dad, expecting to share the
As much as Iwanted to come moment of exuberant dissent with
away from the Inauguration with him. But he was just standing
memories of a perfect celebration, there, frustrated, shaking his head.
I have to say Iwas disappointed. When I looked at him question-
It wasn't the ceremony itself that ingly,he shouted, "This isn't what
was upsetting (though I found Rick we should be doing right now!"
Warren's prayer rather divisive (Needless to say, the boos for
and inappropriate), butthe behav- Bush and Cheney were much
iar of the crowd. Granted, it was an worse, but I couldn't really join in.
attentive and enthusiastic bunch, Well, I booed a little for Cheney.)
if "bunch" can describe two million. It was obvious what my father
people, but it failed to respect and meant. Obama has been advocat-
uphold some of the ing a unified nation
key values Presi- since his speech at the
dent Obama has America is still a Democratic National
been promoting teenager in many Convention in 2004.
since the beginning ways; we still have some The core of his famous
of his campaign. maturing to do. catchphrase is "we:'
The problem Even more important-
began as the pa- ly,though, his mes-
rade of senators filed in. Initially, sage is of change and of moving
the senators were announced to forward. To boo the wrongdoers of
respectful applause and cheers the past eight years is to look back
from pockets of their constituents. in an unproductive way; we can't
Then Senator Lieberman was an- all come together without all of us,
nounced. Suddenly the two solid those wrongdoers included.
miles of cheers around me mer- Away to justify, or at least
phed into angry boos. I knew why, explain, our behavior would be
of course; Lieberman's support for to acknowledge that America is
John McCainduring the election still a teenager in many ways; we
had angered many in the Demo- still have some maturing to do.
cratic Party, and probably most of The chance to express ourselves
the people present at the Inaugu- outweighed a more thoughtful
ration. reaction, such as one of silence. My
At first I joined in the booing hope is that Obama will serve as
whole-heartedly; it felt good to a good parent and teacher in that
add my voice to such a powerful way, and will not only help Amer-
and overwhelming instance of ica move past the developmental
speaking truth to power. This was plateau at which it has been for
the last and only chance I and the the past eight years, but will make
vast majority of these attendants unnecessary the kind of anger that
could express our roiling anger in we can't help but to express in cir-
the presence of its cause. As the cumstances like the Inauguration.
FRANKLIN DOGOOD
CONTRIBUTOR
common room in any given dorm,
there was evidence of Barack
Obama's effectiveness. The cam-
pus appeared, for once, deserted
as we watched together the same
images, we felt the same anticipa-
tion, we cheered at the same time,
and we did not speak
while he spoke. Re-
publicans and Demo-
crats alike demon-
strated the attitude
of Barack Obama.
We demonstrated
a sort of discipline
that required no effort to put on,
and would have felt unnatural to
deny because as a community, we
had decided that moment was
important. We did not shirk the
responsibilities of witnessing a
political triumph, and we showed
no typical collegiate criticism as a
politician addressed us. We were
part of something very important,
and for the first time I knew that
Barack Obama was real.
Barack Obama established an
attitude in this country, one that
has seeped into the cracks of our
culture and society, as well as
outward to the other
nations of the world.
However, the im-
mediate question I
raise is, how have we
seen the effects of this
new hope and change
on our campus? How
do we know anything will be
different under a new face in the
same old, white building?
As Americans, it seems we
should look to ourselves: the dif-
ference should begin at ground
level and penetrate all of us. If the
average American is unaffected,
then we have failed in serving the
most basic philosophies of this
country.
OnTuesday, January 20, 2009,
we witnessed the change and
hope on this campus. Whether it
was in Blaustein, Palmer, Cro,or a
How have we seen
the effects of this
new hope and change
on our campus?
SARAWEANER
CONTRIBUTOR
"In your hands, my dissatisfied fellow
countrymen, and not in mine, is the
momentous issue ..."
Abraham Lincoln addressed the na-
tion on March 4,1861, on the brink of
a civil war. He emphasized the message
that the people of the United States
must work toward a change, rather than
simply rely on the president to improve
the alarming conditions of the era. Now,
in the year 2009, American citizens
have voted for change in electing Barack
Obama as the "most powerful person in
the world:'
But as I listened to this articulate
and poised man reference to countless
crises such as the war against terrorism,
the weakened economy, the degradation
We have become enraptured
by Obama's confident and
hopeful manner of speaking,
and have created a savior-like
image of his Presidency.
of the environment, and the poverty
and human suffering around the world,
1 grew overwhelmed with the task that
lies ahead. We have become enraptured
by Obarna's confident and hopeful
manner of speaking, and have created a
savior-like image of his Presidency.
1 sat in my chair watching this seem-
ingly god-like figure who is supposed to
fix everything, and suddenly felt small
and insignificant. This moment was
meant to be inspiring and empowering,
but I had the daunting feeling that I was
a mere one in a million Americans who
would follow President Obama to face
the hardships of the world. But just as
my thoughts strayed into this depress-
ing idea, Barack seized my attention as
he seemed to address me: "For as much
as government can do and must do, it is
ultimately the faith and determination
of the American people upon which this
nation relies ...firm in the knowledge
that there is nothing so satisfying to the
spirit, so defining of our character, than
giving our all to a difficult task."
Just as Obama is not a god, he also
is not a mind-reader. He did not know
that my thoughts (and probably the
. thoughts of millions of others) had
become consumed with confusion and
fear of inadequacy. But like Lincoln,
Obama recognizes the unquestionable
importance of self-involvement which
will lead to human progress.-
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Independence Day
How Russia and Ukraine Taught the World a Lesson about Alternative Energy
STANISlAV ANDREEV
STAFF WRITER
From President Obarna's
monumental inauguration
speech rnentionlng the need to
reform the "ways we use ener-
gy [that] strengthen our adver-
saries and threaten our planet"
to Sarah Palin's unforgettable
"Drill, baby, drill;' energy
independence has become a
frequently discussed hot topic.
Yeti up until a few weeks ago,
to me it sounded more like an
abstract element of political
rhetoric rather than an im-
minent problem. When the gas
dispute between Russia and
Ukraine froze most of Europe
to death, however, the issue
obtained a pretty concrete and
palpable form. Despite being
largely overshadowed in the
media by the violence in Gaza,
. the gas crisis pointed out many
lessons to be learned, the most
fundamental one relating to
alternative energy.
On January 7, a lot ofEuro-
peans woke up to find out that
Russia had completely cut off
natural gas deliveries through
Ukraine. (European countries
receive about 25% of their nat-
ural gas from Russia, and 80%
of it comes through Ukraine.)
The precise facts surrounding
the outset of the crisis are still
disputed, as each side blames
the other one for the events
leading to Gazprom's decision.
to cut supplies. This dispute
began as a bilateral trade is-
sue: Russia blamed Ukraine for
diverting some of the gas des-
tined for the EU for domestic
use, while Ukraine refused to
pay twice as much as it used to
for the gas it buys from Russia
without receiving an increase
in transit fees. Indeed, Ukraine
used to pay less than half of
the European market price for
gas (about $179.5 for 1000 m3
while the average EU country
pays between $410 and $450
for the same amount), but the
sudden unilateral request for
increasing the price could be
taken as a polittcal' punishment
to a former satellite that is now
applying for membership to
the ED and NATO. (Gazprom,
the Russian natural gas mo-
nopolist is 100% state-owned,
and the "order" to stop gas
deliveries came directly from
Vladimir Putin.)
What is important, however,
is that the dispute evolved into
an artificially-created energy
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The Collective
Discrimination in Blood Donation
WElBITH MOTA
STAFF WRITER
It is said that words have
real power, an ability to
wound, heal, and transform
lives. Yet, in the fight for
'justice' words have their lim-
its. To bring about political
change, bodies in action are
needed.
Since 1977 the FDA has
maintained that "men who
have sex with men cannot
give blood" (read: men who
have sex with men cannot
save lives). The policy was
instituted when HIVlAID's
was a new, scary, and pre-
dominantly gay male disease.
But that time has long passed,
AIDS is no longer thought of
as a 'gay disease: This policy
is homophobic. It is a policy
that further stigmatizes an
already marginalized people.
This is also a crime: in this
country we call it discrimina-
tion.
The RedCross, being man-
dated to keep with FDA policy
has said that they "are work-
ing on technological advances
that could make these restric-
tions unnecessary the near
future." We believe they could
be working harder.
Here at Connecticut College
students have challenged this
homophobic policy by circu-
lating a petition. But here we
see the llmit of words. Year af-
ter year, our petition is signed
by hundreds of students and
sent to the FDA; year after
year we are simply told that
"it is policy." Well, we desire
to see this policy change. And
we're tired of old excuses.
We are not asking you TO
NOT give blood. Instead, this
Is a call to consciousness. We
are asking that you under-
stand and see the counterpro-
ductive consequences of your
giving blood.
No one doubts the com-
plexity of this issue. To us it
feels no different than being
stuck between 'a rock and a
hard place.' We recognize that
institutions like the RedCross
help save lives. Nevertheless,
we know that the FDA policy,
until changed, will continue
to inadvertently promote
the persecution of same-
sex love relationships. But
more importantly, the policy
promotes labels, and "iabels
kill." If anyone doubts this,
simply Google the phrase: 'the
most recent homophobic hate
crime:
To be clear, this is not a
RedCross policy - it is an
FDA policy. But the RedCross
"Well, we desire to see
this policy change.
And we're tired
of old excuses:
(which collects about half the
blood in the United States]
has the power to pressure
the FDA to change its policy.
Despite its power, we have
reason to believe that unless
blood donors make an urgent
demand that that the FDA
policy be changed, the Red-
Cross (and all other blood-
banks) will have no need to.
in the history of America,
rarely has justice been
achieved without collective
action. MLK said that "Human
progress is neither automatic
nor inevitable ... Every step
toward the goal of justice
requires ...the concern of dedi-
cated individuals,"
Let us become dedicated.
Let's put our bodies, not just
our words, Into action.
crisis, from which most of
Europe suffered. Of course, the
countries that took the hard-
est hit were: Bulgaria, Latvia,
Lithuania, and Slovakia, all of
which depend almost fully on
Russian natural gas (see map).
Schools and kindergartens
were closed; hospitals could
only maintain their Emergency
Rooms operational; factories
had to stop production and
incur unforeseen costs; people
could not go to work because
they had to take care of their
children; and the presidents of
the electricity companies were
constantly issuing warnings
about a potential overloading
and crash of the electrical dis-
tribution system, i.e. about the
proximity of the real disaster.
Do you think that such a cri-
sis could occur only in "third-
world" countries and is some
kind of peculiarity of their
love-hate relationship with
Russia, and so it could never
happen in America (although
please get your facts straight:
former communist countries
were considered Second
World)? Call your parents and
ask them about 1973. Do you
think that the U.S.'s energy
supplies do not depend on a
monopolist, such as Gazprom,
that can distort the market na-
ture of energy distribution at
its discretion? Google "OPEC"
and ask your Economics
professor what happens when
oligopolists choose to collude
and form a cartel.
Whether you experienced
the crisis personally like I did,
or are hearing about it for the
first time, there are important
lessons to be learned. The
lessons do not relate simply to
diversifying en-
ergy sources, at
least not in the
long-run. The
crisis called,
more than ever,
for countries to
invest heavily
both resources
and innovation
into develop-
ing their own
energy sources
and thus mov-
ing away from
the model of energy depen-
dence. Alternative energy
sources are not only the key to
activeiy fighting Global Warm-
ing, but also a way of regaining
political power at the expense
of resource- rich countries that
often use the world's energy
demands to sponsor totalitar-
ian regimes or destruction-
seeking organizations. Any-
body who has even skimmed
through the 9/11 Commission
Report knows that the attacks
in 2001 were sponsored by
Saudi Arabian funds largely
coming from the U.S., i.e. it
was paid for by the money you
and your parents have given
when filling the tanks of your
cars. Anybody who wishes the
European Union reacted to the
War in Georgia more confi-
dently and more boldly might
have to take a closer look at
the energy-dependence map.
Just like sovereignty (politi-
cal independence), economic
independence is a necessary
condition for a country or a set
of countries to act according
to the values its/their citizens
uphold.
Therefore, renewable energy
sources are not just another
YOU'RE EITHER
WITH US
OR AGAIHST US.
or YoY hlVl I
whole lot of 011
way of getting your car to
move and are not even simply
the key to avoiding environ-
mental disasters. They are
the potential basis of a new
economic and social model
that would bring us closer to
the some of the ideals we claim
to defend. So, next time Tyler
Dunham tells you to call your
congressman and express your
demands for investments in al-
ternative energy sources, think
about women's rights in Saudi
Arabia, and do it. Next time
you get invited by a REC mem-
ber to PowerShift or have some
other chance to assert your
support for renewable energy,
think about the lives that could
be saved if people never fight
over oil/natural gas anymore.
Next time you have the chance
to make a personal investment
into renewable energy, think
about the fact that the social
energy that characterized the
Obama campaign can be used
to contribute to something
much larger, for which he
himself stands. Are you ready
to say "YesWe Can"?
Fear the Children!
IAN BARNES
STAFF WRITER
I have a hard time admit-
ting I'm wrong; imagine trying
to make diamonds out of coal
by smashing your face into it
repeatedly, again and again,
only stopping to wipe away
the blood and tears, and you'll
have a vague grasp of how I
feel. What I'm about to do is
very hard for me, so please be
patient.
I doubted Barack Obama and
his idealistic attitude. His non-
stop fervor for change made
me wonder if he, upon being
elected president, forgot the
pragmatic reality ofbureau-
cracy and the general failure of
the common people to do what
is best. I doubted his prophetic
visions had any real legitimacy.
I was wrong. In my igno-
rance, I did not understand.
When Barack Obama issued an
order prohibiting torture and
closed Guantanamo, I didn't
comprehend the magnitude
of it. When he rescinded the
abortion gag order, I didn't see
why it was a big deal. I didn't
see where he was going with it.
Then I listened to what Tony
Perkins, president of the Fam-
ily Research Council, had to say
about Obama's recent actions.
He said, "I think it's kind of
ironic that in a week that the
president outlawed interroga-
tion tactics that are called tor-
ture on terrorists, that he also
signed a measure that will take
tax-payer funds to promote
abortion overseas. There's a
contradiction in that. Appar-
ently he sees unborn children
in places like Honduras or
maybe even Kenya as more of a
threat to this country than ter-
rorists that kill Americans."
It all made sense. Obama
proved to me he does recog-
nize the true danger to this na-
tion. It is foreign children who
threaten our very existence
and rip at the fabric of our
very lives; it is them we should
really be afraid of. Adult terror-
ists are not going to suddenly
repent; there is little we can do
to deter them. But we can do
something about the children.
We can stave off terrorism in
future generations by acting
today.
While we sit complacently,
doe-eyed in adoration of little
babies, Obama recognizes that
the fetuses of today are the car
bombers and plane hijackers
of tomorrow. I should've never
doubted his genius. 8y funding
abortion overseas, we can de-
feat our enemies by preventing
them from ever being born.
What President Obama is
proposing is that we don't
deal with problems as they
arise. Instead, we should cull
overseas fetuses before they
become long-term problems
that start making life difficult
for us democratic nations.
He's asking for foresight and
cooperation.
Unfortunately, the harsh re-
ality is that not everyone sup-
ports the aborting of terrorist
babies. Some people find it ab-
horrent, some people just don't
think it's the government's job.
Having a president who wants,
with all his heart, to make this
nation a better place does not
magically create utopia.
You can close your eyes
tightly and wish for terrorist
babies to disappear, but no
amount of wishing is going to
eliminate the political infight-
ing and bureaucracy that
plague and shackle us down.
Believing that Obama's ideal-
ism will carry the day in the
face of a two-party system that
cannot agree on toothpaste, let
alone policy, is a gross disil-
lusionment that I cannot even
begin to fathom.
• I
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Reflections from Around the World
Students Return from Abroad
MYSORE, INDIAAUSTRALIA
MICHAEL MEADE
CONTRIBUTOR
LOGAN ZEMETRES
CONTRIBUTOR steam, it becomes more and more
evident that it is a very exclusive
method of transportation.
Although modernity has elevated
many people to a higher standard of
living, it has also added miles to the
growing gap of disparity. As the so-
cial and economic cleavages deepen
in what has become the world's
most populous country, India's
government will find itself battling a
new range of issues. With develop-
ment, comes environmental respon-
sibility, careful urban planning and
economic regulation all prefaced
with a focus on human rights. The
traditional caste system now fades
to a new order of wealth and power,
and it is India's chance to become
one of the most crucial players on
the global stage.
The next century may very well
belong to nations like India, that can
finally grow into their post-colonial
shoes.
Several days before Christmas,
I returned to the States from a
semester abroad in Australia: an
experience that played an impor-
tant role in my realization of the
state of the world. Upon my return,
I began the process of cultural
re-acclimation which involved: 1}
accepting American eating habits
and our general over-consumption
of resources, 2} not having teatime
anymore, and 3) seeing ways that
our public transportation, health
care and education systems, as well
as our food and energy industry,
can be effectively improved. Having
been abroad during the presiden-
tial elections, I gained an enlight-
ening perspective on the global
significance of our political transi-
tion. I know that much of the world
is thankful for the changes that are
being made.
Coming back to Conn, my per-
spective on the college life has changed
significantly. I feel not so much a sense
of culture or reentry shock, as many
people call it, but more bewilderment.
Seeing perfectly healthy people driving
their cars across a campus that takes ten
minutes to walk from end to end seems
silly in comparison to the distances most
people around the world walk in a given
day. Equally silly are some of the pastimes
had by students in our free time. Rather
than cherishing the vast opportunities for
personal growth through interactions with
the diverse student body, professors, and
clubs, many students are stuck in "easy"
habits. After my experience in Australia,
I realize how lucky we really are to have
such a rich collection of intellectual people
in such a small, friendly and accessible
setting.
In the "real" world, you learn from the
openness and compassion of others who
share their experiences and k~owledge not
Globalization is a dangerous thing.
As the 'Age of Information" shrinks
the world, modernity slams into na-
tions that were balanced on the edge
of industrialization a few years ago.
For the past five months I have been
living in a small city in south-west
India,watching the landscape change
at an unfathomable pace. As foreign
wealth pours into India, a new mid-
dle class of young, successful, college
graduates is being born. This new
social and economic class, fueled
by the booming technology market,
has an expendable income and an
insatiable demand for the luxuries of
the first world. Auto-rickshaws and
motorcycles are being quickly re-
placed by sleek new cars. Starbucks
knock-offs charge 500% more than
the corner Chai carts, while United
Colors of Benetton has become the
latest trend for Indian "yuppies:' As
the train of progress begins to gain
out of obligation but often out of a desire
for self-realization.
So, after having traveled the land down
under for several months and coming .
back to a college that has changed, but
not much, I have come to the conclusion
that we collectively need to be willing to
share in order to ensure realization of our
common and individual greatness. And this
applies equally to New London. In the past,
my experiences in the town have been fun
and eye-opening but only after my semes-
ter abroad, touring cities and interacting
with people from all over the world, do I
truly treasure the rich culture and unique,
often unpredictable opportunities the
"Wailing City" provides.
As the CCexperience continues to
unravel, I hope that we all may be blessed
with opportunities to interact with more
fun and uniquely conscious individuals
who nurture our personal growth - and if
you haven't seen the world yet, do it!
OSLO, NORWAY
on climate change was also
more complex than I had previ-
ously thought. Norway is one of
the largest oil exporters in the
world and while this has made
the country extremely wealthy
and supported one of the most
successful welfare states for
many decades, providing a safe
environment is increasingly in
conflict with providing wealth
and health to all its citizens.
This really gets to the core of
our problems: How do we pro-
vide economic opportunities to
all citizens of the world without
compromising the sustainabil-
ity of future generations? While
there are problems with the
welfare state and the capitalist
state we live in, some combina-
tion of the two is needed.
Overall, Norway is very simi-
lar to New England, and most
generalizations about Norwe-
gians apply. The lack of sunlight
in the winter and darkness in
the summer also really skews
your perception of time, making
you think it is later or earlier
than it actually is.
I now know what it means
to be an American as well as a
global citizen. Americans have
a uniquely innovative spirit that
those in other countries still
respect and count on. In these
difficult economic and ecologi-
cal times, restoring American
world leadership must be the
priority, for it ultimately is the
root of the great problems of
our time.
ANDREW IRWIN
COLUMNIST
Being in Norway during the
election allowed for introspec-
tion as a young American. Many
Norwegians and expats were
very interested a "real" Ameri-
can perspective, not one filtered
through CNN international or
the like. While they felt bom-
barded with images of the elec-
tion, most people ~nderstood
the weight it carried in both
European and Norwegian soci-
ety. The young people I spoke
to wanted to see the United
States become a leader again on
environmental issues, particu-
larly climate change.
The Norwegian perspective
Did you know...
compiled by Miriam Wasser
..
DId you know that the us Is
..... led In two nuclear wars?
The United States military
depleted uranium (DU)
Its munitions shells. These
hells are used currently In Iraq
and Afghanistan-as they were
In the first Iraq War and the
NATOoperation in Kosovo. De-
pleted uranium Is a by-product
of enriching uranium, and like
every radioactive substance, Is
very dangerous (and deadly In
high dosages). This weapon of
mass destruction Is so toxic, and
can cause such horrible health
hazards. that It is banned by the
United Nations.
DU Is used for three reasons:
first. because like lead. It's
heavy and dense It can pierce
through strong materials such
as concrete buildings or a mili-
tary tank; second, because it ig-
nites upon Impact, it incinerates
the target; and third, because it
Is a toxic waste product with a
radioactive half-life of 4.5 billion
years, It is difficult to dispose.
This should not come as a sur-
prise, since we all know that the
US and other developed coun-
tries dump all sorts of electronic
and chemical waste Into third
world countries without even
having war as an excuse ....
For those who argue that
our goals In Iraq and Afghani-
stan are honorable and well-
intentioned. tell me, why would
the US use such destructive
weapons? (More radioactive
material has been released from
DU shells in these wars than in
atmospheric nuclear weapons
tests, reports nuclear scientist
Leuren Moret in an article by
Natural News.)
I know what you might be
thinking-how could something
this horrible not be all over the
media? Well, the information is
out there, the statistics are out
there, the pictures are out ther~.
but the military does not like to
talk about this, and so the cor-
porate mainstream media does
not report on it. But everyone
should, at the very least, know
that the United States is waging
two nuclear warsl
Take a minute and think
about the pictures you have
seen of Iraqi children playing
in bombed-out tanks, or of the
people who live in the conflict
zones. Think of the US forces,
and its allies, who are exposed
to DU particles daily. Did you
know that the rate of birth
defects among Iraqi children is
seven times higher today than
it was before the first Gulf War?
Did you know that while only
a few hundred soldiers died in
that war, hundreds of thousands
are now dead or suffering from
"Gulf War Syndrome" -a set of
symptoms, ranging-from loss of
muscle control to severe cancer-
ous tumors, which many doc-
tors attribute to DU exposure?
And did you know that many
veterans from the current Iraq
War, whose urine frequently
contains traces of DU, report
similar afflictions?
Dr. Helen Caldicott, a physi-
cian turned anti-nuclear activist,
says it best when she explains
that these wars are "nuclear
wars because they have scat-
tered nuclear material across
the land, and people, particu-
larly children, are condemned to
die of malignancy and congeni-
tal disease essentially for eter-
nity". War is always destructive,
but there are no adjectives-no
words-to describe this type of
warfare.
For more information, I would
recommend Dr. Helen Caldi-
cott's website. Ifyoulovethls-
planet.org.
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Danny Boyle's bold
experimentation in filmmaking
has produced fine works as
Trainspotting and 28 Days
Later. After a frustrating
2007 sci-fi project Sunshine,
few would have predicted
him to take his repertoire
of unconventional films any
further. But the directorial
genius in Boyle, who has
brilliantly mastered the craft
of tapping into seemingly
rare wit, energy and style,
would not be eliminated by
one setback. A comeback was
'inevitable. And in Slumdog
Millionaire - a Bombay slum
kid's rags-to-riches story-
Boyle has discovered a theme
that will have the world
talking about him both for the
cinematic excellence and a
powerful social commentary
on a nation whose presence in
the modern world has become
ubiquitous.
The plot is based on Indian
diplomat Vikas Swarup's 2005
debut novel Q and A. The film
is presented through a series
of non-linear flashbacks on the
life of an orphan, jamal Malik,
an 18 year world chai-wala
in a Bombay telemarketing
firm who is just about to win a
jackpot of 20 million rupees in
India's version of "Who Wants
to be a Millionaire." Accused of
cheating in the contest, jamal
reflects on his tumultuous
childhood amid unimaginable
hardships aggravated by
Hindu-Muslim riots, the
infamous Indian police
brutality, and underworld
violence.
Slutndog Millionaire:
India in Microcosm
With an outstanding
direction backed with
sensational cinematography
and great attention to detail,
Slum dog Millionaire has
every quality of a successful
commercial film. Opting
for mostly unknown actors
theme with so many sensitive
strings attached to it.
Anyone who understands
India in general and Bombay
in particular will be deeply
moved by how powerfully
the Bollywood (Hollywood
in Mumbai and South Asia)
time and again as potentially
challenging the US hegemony
by 2050. Forbes lists four out
of top ten wealthiest people in
the world to be Indian citizens.
But these statistics alone are
severe oversimplifications of
the very complex phenomenon
- few British and mostly
Indian - Doyle has succeeded
in bringing the best in the
newcomers. AR Rahman's
astutely composed Bollywood-
like music perfectly sets the
pace ofthe film. Doyle could
not have asked for a better
person than Rahman, arguably
India's finest modern music
composers. What makes the
film a true epic however is not
the glitzy high-entertainment
value of the film but rather
an incredibly masterful
presentation of such a colossal
fiction in Slum dog millionaire
relates to the actual facets
of street life in Bombay. The
rising prominence of India
as a major political and
economic power in the world
has often painted a far rosier
picture than what it actually
is, especially in the west.
Thomas Friedman travels
through the outsourcing firms
in Bangalore and dreads the
possibilities of Indians drying
up the US job. market. The
Economist magazine features
India's "Tiger Economy"
that is India. There is another
side of India that many of
us do not know. Slumdog
Millionaire is the beginning of
the enlightenment process.
This is where Slumdog
Millionaire's depiction of
India transcends beyond mere
entertainment for couple of
hours. Of course, a group of
influential and privileged
Indians have already begun
their scathing criticisms of
the film. Writing on his blog
read by millions of his avid
supporters, Bollywood's
undisputed sultan Amitav
Bachchan concluded that
the film showed India as a
"third world underbelly." It
does not surprise one that
Mr. Bachchan, who has a
wide ranging influence in
the Indian society and polity,
would be uncomfortable with
an outsider making a film
about India which the world
is sure to be watching with
a lot of newfound interest. I,
for one, believe that Indian
society would be better served
without such incredible
naivete and cockiness of that
ultra-nationalist bandwagon.
There is a lot of optimism in
Slum dog Millionaire. Unlike
Mr. Bachchan, one of the most
important things I found in the
film was the manifestation of
hope rather than despair. The
characterization of jamal's
tumultuous childhood and
the demonstration of his
resilience is also a powerful
representation of Indian
society's collective strength.
(Remember how It took only
about a week for Bombay to
gain normalcy after one of
its worst terrorist attacks
in history last November?)
Ordinary people in India are
remarkabiy tough and they do
not feel victimized even in the
face of toughest circumstances.
With more than 1.2 billion
people of all kind, India is
indeed an overwhelming place
for outsiders. We really need to
see it differently to understand
it better. Like in the film, a lot
of "crazy things" happen in
India because Indians live in
a different bubble where facts
are often more dramatic than
fiction.
And The Oscar Goes To • • •
Rourke, Ledger are strong contenders for this year's Oscar ceremony
RACINE OXTOBY
CONTRIBUTOR
The most exciting event of
the year for movie fans is the
Academy Awards ceremony.
It's the most celebrated awards
ceremony the United States
has to offer and it comes
right at the end of the awards
season. The biggest awards
of the night - the four acting
awards and the best picture
award - will be the focus of
attention for this piece.
The race for Best
Performance by an Actor in
a Leading Role is definitely a
strong one. Competing against
each other are Brad Pitt in
The Curious Case of Benjamin
Button, Frank Langella in
Frost/Nixon, Sean Penn for
Milk, Richard Jenkins in The
Visitor, and Mickey Rourke
for The Wrestler. They're all
sublime performances. Pitt
underwent hours of extensive
make-up and special effects
to make him age from a
crippled old man with a
cane to a hauntingly sexy
twenty-something, and you're
convinced at every age that
it works. Langella doesn't
look like Richard Nixon,
but he has the mannerisms
down perfectly. He also has
'a Tony from his Broadway
performance in the same role
to boot. After a number of
morose and dangerous roles,
Penn finally gets to let loose
as charismatic San Francisco
supervisor Harvey Milk, the
first openly gay man elected
to public office, who was then
assassinated in 1978. jenkins
is clearly the underdog in the
race, seemingly coming out
of nowhere for his role as a '
Connecticut College economics
professor who finds illegal
immigrants squatting in his
New York apartment arid
comes to befriend them.
Despite these strong
contenders, the leader
of the pack is, without a
doubt, Mickey Rourke. His
performance in Darren
Aronofsky's masterpiece is
so brutal, so honest, and so
devastatingly heartbreaking
that he easily trumps the
other choices. Plus, everyone
in Hollywood loves a good .
comeback story, and in The
Wrestler, not only are we
witnessing the comeback
of the eponymous wrestler,
Randy "The Ram" Robinson,
but we're also watching
Rourke's defiant comeback
into acting. Rourke is so
suited for the role, his body
so perfectly chiseled for
the physical demands, it's a
surprise to learn that he left in
the first place.
A bit less predictable is the
race for Best Performance
by an Actress in a Leading
Role. The nominees are Anne
Hathaway for Rachel !;etting
Married, Meryl Streep for
Doubt, Angelina jolie for
Changeling, Melissa Leo for
Frozen River, and Kate Winslet
for The Reader. Hathaway has
an excellent shot at nabbing
this award: buzz has been
growing since summer for her
performance as a turbulent,
unpredictable young woman
released from rehab for her
sister's wedding. Streep's
scored her record fifteenth
nomination as an uptight nun
in a 1960's Catholic school,
and she's never shown signs
of stopping. [olie's nomination
does well to remind everyone
that she's an established
actress, already havtng won
'an Oscar in 2000, and that
she's not just tabloid fodder.
Leo's the underdog here, with
a subtle performance as a
woman who traffics illegal
immigrants from Canada into
the United States by driving
her car across ice. Winslet's
nomination is certainly the
most puzzling. Sure, she
won the Golden Globe for
this movie - but for Best
Supporting Actress? Whether
or not this hurts her chances at
finally winning an Oscar (this
is her sixth nomination, with
no wins to show for it) remains
to he seen.
Now onto Best Performance
by an Actor in a Supporting
Role, which is perhaps the
most exciting race in the
ceremony. The nominees
are Josh Brolin for Milk,
Philip Seymour Hoffman for
Doubt, Michael Shannon for
Revolutionary Road, Robert
Downey Jr. for Tropic Thunder,
and Heath Ledger for The Dark
Knight. There's no debate
here: Heath Ledger is going to
take this one. He disappears
so perfectly into the role of
the sadistic, brilliantly insane
Joker that there were rumors
abounding after his death that
it was this role that drove him
to the insomnia and killed him.
If, for some reason, Ledger
doesn't win, it would be
wonderful to see Downey Jr.
win. Rarely does the Academy
really honor comedy, and
Downey [n's role as "a dude
playing a dude disguised as
another dude," aka method
actor Kirk Lazarus, is one of
the funniest roles from 2008.
Brolin's role as Dan White, the
assassinator of and former co-
supervisor with Harvey Milk, is
certainly a strong contender, as
is the always-interesting
SEE OSCARS PAGE 10
Upcoming concerts within an hour of Conn
Thursday, Feb 12
Sunday, Feb 15
Thursday, Feb 19
Friday, Feb 20
Saturday, Feb 21
Thursday, Mar 5
Jason Mraz, Ryan Cente
Kingston, RI
Deer Tick, Cafe Nine
,New Haven
Gypsy Kings
Foxwoods
George Clinton, Toad's PlaCE
New Haven
State Radio, Lupo's
Providence
WinterpiJIs, Cafe Nine
New Haven
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Facuity Art Exhibition is
Pleasantly Apocalyptic
ROCIO GARCIA
CONTRIBUTOR
Detached from these layers
are two silver cone shaped
structures that stand in the
shape of an hour glass with a
small house that has a wooden
carved frog inside in between
the cones, giving a primitive
feeling to the work.
The component ofthis piece
that had the biggest impact
on me was a circle handing
in the center of the wall that
looks as if someone took a
layer of the spherical Earth
and observed it from afar. It
ii1ustrates the aftermath of
an attack on three cities, with
buildings collapsing in a state
of abandonment. In the upper
right hand corner of the circle
are the initials E.E, and it is
left to the interpretation of the
viewer to ponder what these
initials stand for.
Much to my surprise, I
was transported from the
magnitude of a catastrophe
to the mellow landscape
and wooden pieces of
Timothy McDowell's piece
in the Manwaring Gallery:
McDowell's work is filled
with observations of various
landscapes ii1ustrated by
beeswax on pigmentation
wood.
Hendrick's piece, also in the
Manwaring Gallery, uses oil
pastel to beautifully illustrate
landscapes. Each piece in this
exhibit takes one to a deep
Faculty Art Exhibition
Oscars
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9
Hoffman as a priest who
mayor may not have molested
a child. Shannon was getting
decent press for his role in
Revolutionary Road before
nominations were announced,
but no one seemed to expect to
see him on the shortlist, so he's
the clear underdog here.
The race for Best
Performance by an Actress in a
Supporting Role might be the
smoothest: no real surprises
or underdogs here. Everyone
seems to have an equal shot
at winning. Amy Adams and
Viola Davis both give riveting
performances in Doubt, Adams
as a naive nun who only
wants things to return to how
they were and Davis as the
mother of the boy involved
in the supposed scandal.
Marisa Tomei stars as an aging
stripper and Mickey Rourke's
last hope at normal life in
The Wrestler, and Taraji P.
Henson plays the strong-willed
adopted mother in The Curious
Case of Benjamin Button.
Penelope Cruz certainly
has the most entertaining
nomination as a fiery, unstable
Spaniard in VickY Christina
Barcelona; a role that's been
getting a lot of publicity since
the movie's release.
The Best Motion Picture
of the Year award, the last
award of the ceremony, has
been gathering some recent
criticism, specifically involving
the absences of The Dark
Knight or WALL-E in this
category. Not only did The Dark
Knight break a number of box
office records, but it was also
state of contemplation.
The work that stood out the
most is McDowell's "Life on
Mars." The piece has a subtle
background and vibrant colors
in the foreground. Apples in
the foreground symbolize
the possible existence of
vegetation on Mars. The
highlight of the piece is a
yellow figure in the center of
the painting that looks like a
stalk of wheat that sits in the
middle in a perfect ambience.
It is intriguing because
McDowell does an excellent job
of arranging the piece so that
every component compliments
one another.
The overall feel of the show
is a bittersweet harmony
that contrasts and uniquely
compliments both pieces.
While Bailey's work is a
manifest of what may one
day be the future of the Earth,
the pieces in the Manwaring
Gallery presents the soft
strokes of a paintbrush on
waod and the delicate
oil pastel decadence of
landscaped that transport one
into another destination. It is
truly a transfixing experience.
critically praised. The same
can be said about WALL-E.
Meanwhile, The Reader, a
small Holocaust picture with
mixed reviews and not even
$10 million total at the box
office, is on the shortlist. Other
nominations include Slumdog
Millionaire, Frost/Nixon,
Milk, and The Curious Case of
Benjamin Button. They're all
great movies, but for the most
part, they're all pretty safe '
choices, especially considering
that the Academy is always
complaining about how ratings
have been down recently. The
iast huge TV audience was
back when Titanic, the only
movie that's currently beating
The Dark Knight in total box
office gross, was nominated for,
and won, nearly everything.
WALL-E is a surefire win in
the Best Animated Feature
Film category, going up
against Bolt and Kung Fu
Panda. Bruce Springsteen is a
surprising omission from the
Best Original Song category,
having won the Golden Glove
for his title track from The
Wrestler; instead, two songs
from Slumdog Millionaire and
a Peter Gabriel song from
WALL-E will compete. Other
fun nominations include
Hellboy II: The Golden Army
up for Best Makeup, Wanted
nominated for Best Sound and
Best Sound Editing, and Iron
Man for Sound Editing and
Best Visual Effects.
The Academy Awards
ceremony is being held Sunday,
February 22. Hugh Jackman is
hosting.
Sources: www.imdb.com
Gallery Open January 26 through March 4th
Cummings Art Center
Monday - Friday 9 - S
Saturday, Sunday 1 - 4
Wednesday, Feb 78th' Artist Talk4.30 - 5.30
Gregory Bailey
Degree of Monifest
mixed media installation
"This piece primarily responds to econom-
ic issues and global warming. It relates
very personally to my past and present,
and possibilities of the future.
"Pitching pennies into the hole is our way
of reconciling with our unfulfilled wishes;
we deposit pennies so as not to dive in
ourselves:'
Barkley Hendricks
Cactus Beach
oil on linen canvas
"When you think of the power of how
the mind operates, it doesn't operate in .
a rigid square:'
"My artwork, by considering as
many of the infinite aspects of
nature as I can, takes claim to the
micro and the macro, the meta-
physical and the phenomenal
in defining a sense of place that
hopefully connects to the viewer's
memory of place:'
Timothy McDowell
Sowing
beeswax, pigment on wood
photos and quotes compiled by Lilah Raptopoulos
What would occur to era
of Earth if a horrible attack
by forces much greater than
us destroyed it? I wondered
about this very question
after experiencing Professor
Gregory Bailey's piece on
display in Gallery 66 of the
Cummings Art Center as part
of the Faculty Art Show. Also
displayed in the S!lOW are
pieces by Professors Timothy
McDowell and Barkley
Hendricks.
Bailey's installation, "Degree
of Manifest" seems to be a
representation of what the
Earth could be if a horrible
catastrophe were to occur, The
piece is composed ofthree
smaller sections organized in
three layers, each portraying a
different part of the scenario.
The first layer has a lighted
tunnel leading into the never
ending abyss with a black
circle lingering above it,
closing in on this tunnel of
light.
The piece's second layer
moves to scattered pieces of
grass made of yarn in various
shades of green, surrounding
a volcanic structure that fills
up with water and overflows,
perhaps symbolizing an
eruption that evokes a sense
of vulnerability in the viewer.
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Player Of The Week: Brett Moore
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
not fail to recognize this and
awarded him Most Improved
Player after his freshman year
season. Now as a junior, Moore
leads the team in scoring with
six goals and 11 assists for a
total of 17 points.
VOICE: When did you start
playing hockey?
MOORE: I started playing
hockey around 3 years old;
skating on the local ponds, and
then became part of an orga-
nized team at the age of 5
VOICE: Did you play any other
sports in high school? If so,
what influenced your decision
to primarily play hockey in
college?
MOORE: Ialso played lacrosse
,in high school, but chose to
pursue hockey because of the
time I've dedicated to the sport
since I started playing and
because ofthe passion Ihave
for hockey.
VOICE: Who has helped you
the most in your hockey ca-
reer?
MOORE: The numerous coach-
es I've had over the years have
instilled in me all the aspects
of hockey, both physical and
mental, that have helped me
achieve my goals. Also my dad,
who got me into the sport, has
helped me grow over the years
and has supported me day in
and day out.
VOICE: Do you have an idol or
any person that inspires you?
MOORE: My older brother Aar-
on has bee~a big inspiration
for me and has always been a
big part of my hockey career.
Since I was young, I have
watched him excel and tried to
emulate the way he has played.
Throughout my career he has
helped me build confidence
and has used his experience as
a Division I player at North-
eastern University to guide me.
Before most of my games this
year I'll still call him for advice
and guidance.
VOICE: What is your most
memorable moment since you
started playing hockey?
MOORE: My most memorable
moment was leading my high
school team to the New Eng-
land Prep Playoffs as captain
my senior year. Also, being a
part of the team here at Conn
and playing with such a good
group of guys is something
that I'll never forget.
VOICE: Do you have a pre-
game routine? Any supersti-
tions?
MOORE: It depends on how
I'm playing at the time, but if I
have been playing pretty well
I'll do the same exact thing I
did before those games. I'll
do anything from putting my
left skate on before my right
skate to having the same exact
pre-game meal, unless I don't
have a great game and then I'll
change it all up again.
VOICE: How do you pump
yourself up for practices and
games?
MOORE: Itry to stay pretty
loose in the locker room, but
we listen to music to get us
going. I also go over certain
aspects of my game in my
head before I get on the ice
and imagine myself executing
certain plays.
VOICE: What's the biggest
obstacle you have had to over-
come since you started playing
hockey?
MOORE: I think the biggest
obstacle I've had to overcome
in hockey is maintaining
confidence in myself. When
lbings aren't going well Ifind it
easy to get down on myself and
hard to bounce myself back.
However, this is something I've
really worked at in the past.
The more confidence I have
in myself the better Ifeel as a
player.
VOICE: Did you do anything
differently to prepare for this
season than previous seasons?
MOORE: Being a junior this
year, I have a little more expe-
rience and maturity, so going
into this season 1 prepared to
take on a greater role both on
and off the ice.
Polar Opposites
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
Jeffs posed a legitimate threat
to the Camels' 8-0-2 undefeat-
ed record at home. Despite the
daunting opponent, however,
Conn remained confident, hav-
ing beaten Amherst 1-0 earlier
in the season.
However; Amherst's strength
was evident from the moment
the puck dropped. Although
the Camels fought relentlessly
to stay in the game, the Lord
Jeffs' combination of skilled
attackers and amazing goal-
tending was overwhelming. By
the end of the 1st period, the
Conn was already down 3-1,
with their lone goal coming
from senior defenseman Ben
Eischen '09.
Tides seemed to be turn-
'ing in the 2nd period; though,
when two quick Amherst
penalties gave Conn a 2-man
advantage. Conn fired off shot
after shot, but Amherst goalie,
Cole Anderson '11, stopped
them all, adding to his league
leading save percentage.
This power play was a key
moment in the game. A goal
would have pulled the Camels
within one (making it 3-2),
changing the complexion of the
game and giving Conn some
added confidence. However,
without a score to show for the
power play, Conn remained
down 3-1, and became notice-
ably frustrated with their lack
of success around the net.
The rest of the game did not
go so well for the Camels after
that. The game finally ended in
a 7-1 defeat, and Conn left the
rink with their first home loss
of the season. However. de-
spite the .500 weekend, Conn
remains 5th in the NESCAC.lf
the Camels can get hot down
the stretch and move into 4th
place, Dayton Arena will host
the first men's hockey playoff
game in recent memory. Only a
few points separate Conn from
archrival Trinity in the NESCAC
standings.
Conn Basketball Has .Big Game
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
against Tufts.
The question is what was
different. Motivation was cer-
tainlya factor on Senior Night,
but there are more tangible
reasons for their better play.
Tufts started very hot by
scoring the first 12 points of
the game, while Conn looked
sloppy on defense. After Tufts
got out to a 21-7 lead the
Camel defense started to rotate
better and to apply better pres-
sure on the perimeter. This
would be the key to the game,
as the steals generated by the
pressure led to easy points.
Scott Siedor was able to
use his size to play excellent
one-on-one perimeter defense
against Tufts' smaller guards,
and he came up with a number
of steals and a tough 5-second
call.
Despite giving up 26 points
to Tufts PFIC Jon Pierce, the
conference's leading scorer. the
Camels did an excellent job of
rebounding and limited him to
just five boards.
For such a perimeter ori-
ented team, their interior play
was excellent against a big
Tufts team. Demetrius Porter
did a great job scoring and
rebounding, but when he went
strong to the basket and drew
fouls was when he was most
effective. Getting the opposing
big men in foul trouble cleared
some space and forced them
to think twice before contest-
ing shots, which allowed the
Camels to get to the basket
and score off of cuts down the
middle.
The question is whether the
Camels will be able to continue
to play at a high-level when
they go on the road for their
final four games, and whether
-their high-level is even high
enough. Typically, teams like
Conn that rely on execution
and shooting need to rotate
well, limit turnovers, create ex-
tra possessions by rebounding
and pressuring ball-handlers,
and winning close games with
stingy defense. So far, Conn's
field-goal percentage defense
has not been at the level that
they hoped, but their offense
has done enough to keep them
competitive, especially in
terms of 3-point shooting. Go-
ing forward, it will be critical
for the Camels to stay ener-
getic in their rebounding and
to take care of the ball.
The Camels will have a full
week off to prepare for their
contest against perennial
doormat Wesleyan, but will
play four games that week
including a long drive to Maine
for games against Colby and
Bowdoin on consecutive days.
Additional Notes as of Feb 1
Junior Shavar Bernier is in the
top-10 in the NESCACin scoring
(6th), FG% (9th), FT% (10th),
steals (5th), 3·pt FG% (t-1st), and
3-pt FGmade (3rd). Senior Billy
Karis is 10th in assists, 7th in 3·pt
FG%,and 10th in 3-pt FGmade.
Freshman Demetrius Porter is
9th in scoring and 7th in blocks.
The Camelbacks have stepped
over the dance team in halftime
applause.
Camels Cruise
Crush Albertus Magnus despite missing a starter
EMILY WEBB
STAFF WRITER
This past week the Connecti-
cut College women's basketball
team soundly defeated the AI-
bertus Magnus College Falcons
88 to 55.
The Camels were forced to
start the game without one of
their usual starters, Jacquelyn
DeFeo, who was out injured.
The starting line-up consisted
of Amy Towne, Jennifer Shinall,
Jacqueline Shinall, Rita Holak,
and Emily Cummings.
Although the game turned
into a lahdslidewin, the
Camels got off to a bit of a slow
start in the first half after los-
ing the tip-off. They recovered
quickly on the first position
forcing an air ball with five
seconds left on the shot clock.
On their first offensive posses-
sion, Captain Emily Cummings
assisted Towne who scored the
first points of the game .
•
The first half stayed tight as
the two teams battled it out,
ending in a 6 point difference
with the Camels ahead 35 to
29 at halftime.
The largest threat the Fal-
cons had against the Camels
during the first half was
Nikki McClease who scored 18
points. This threat diminished
in the second half however, .
when McClease picked up her
third foul with 16:22 left to
play. McClease's reckless play
forced Head Coach Ed Panzo to
sit her before she fouled out.
Taking advantage of a weak
effort by the Falcons, Connecti-
cut College jumped to a six
point lead. After that the Fal-
cons were faced with an uphill
battle, from which they could
not come back. The Falcons
frustration was palpable, and
quantifiable by the number of
fouls in the game. By the end
of the game the tally of fouls
against the Camels came up
to 24, a large portion of which
were on the Shinall sisters. The
final portion of the second half
seemed to become a free throw
contest between lbe freshmen
starters as they each were
fouled several times.
Other outstanding play came
from Captain Emily Cummings
and Captain Rita Holak who
both netted points and re-
bounds forthe Camels. Fresh-
man Kim Horne also 'aided
the Camels in this victory by
scoring 10 points and getting 8
rebounds.
This victory marked the
team's seventh victory of the
season. Although there is not
another home game until
February 7 against Wesleyan
University, the Camels also
play on February 3 right across
the way against the Coast
Guard Academy.
tllEl~l'
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THE COLLEGE VOICE
SPORTS
Player
Of The
Week:
Brett
Moore
SARAH HAUGHEY
STAFF WRITER
Junior Brett Moore was
named the NESCACMen's
Hockey Player of the Week
with a total of three goals and
two assists at the end of a
successful 2-0-1 week for the
Camels. The Camels proved
to be a tough competitor this
week with standout perfor-
mances in all three games by
Moore.
In Tuesday's game, Moore
not only shot the game-win-
ning goal but also assisted
the other two goals in the 3-1
win over Tufts. In another
3-1 victory this week, the
Camels defeated Bowdoin
.College with Moore again
scoring the game-winning
goal. Moore continued to
prove that he was a force
to be reckoned with when
he potted the game-tying
goal in the last 30 seconds
of Saturday's game against
Colby College. Moore's ability
to deliver against the Mules
allowed the Camels to extend
their winning streak to five
games, placing them fifth in
the NESCACstandings.
From the start of his
hockey career at Connecticut
College, Moore worked hard
to prove himself as a strong,
determined player. His
teammates and coaches did
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Battle for Route 32
Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving race Coast Guard Academy for
Route 32 supremacy
BEN EAGLE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
In a battle for Route 32
aquatic supremacy Friday
night, the Connecticut College
Women's Swimming and Div-
ing team defeated the US Coast
Guard Academy Women's team
175-119.
Leading the Lady Camels to
victory was Kristen Zarba, of
Beverly, Massachusetts, who
broke her own school record
when she posted a time of
2:09.01 in the 200-yard butter-
fly.With the record-breaking
swim, Zarba also provisionally
qualified for the NCAACham-
pionships in the same event.
Across the gender divide,
the Coast Guard Men defeated
the Connecticut College Men's
Swimming and Diving Team in
crushing fashion, 201-91.
Zarba, who has posted five
Frigid Temperatures
Bring A Weekend of
Polar Opposites for
Men's Hockey
MIKE FLINT
STAFF WRITER
Within the icy complexes of
Dayton Arena was a weekend
of polar opposites for Conn
College's men's hockey team.
With NESCACgames against
Hamilton and Amherst on Fri-
day and Saturday, respectively,
the Camels played two games
with serious playoff implica-
tions.
However, Conn could only
pull out a win against Hamil-
ton- a 5-2 blowout- before be-
ing blown outthemselves, 7-1,
the next day against Amherst.
On Friday night, the Camels
came out shooting, scoring
2 goals in the first 6 minutes
of play. By the end of the 1st
period, Conn was already up
3-1 on the Continentals, and
captain Sean Driscoll '10 had
already netted 2 goals for the
Camels.
-----''--'-- --- -- -
And that wasn't the end.
Conn's dominance continued
for the rest of game. Michael
O'Donnell '12 added to the
blowout in the 2nd with his
first goal of the year, and Ryan
Riffe '11 sealed the deal early
.in the 3rd with a quick shot
by Hamilton net-minder Ian
Stearns '10.
Despite a Hamilton score
in the closing minutes of the
game, the Camels closed out
a big, 5-2 win at home. Camel
goalie Greg Parker '10 finished
the game with 39 saves. How-
ever, that late Continental's
goal may have been a sign of
things to come.
On Saturday afternoon, Conn
took on the Amherst Lord
Jeffs, who came into the game
ranked 2nd in the NESCAC.
Riding a 3 game winning
streak and a record of 7-1 in
their last 8 matches, the Lord
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wins her past three meets, also
showed her versatility. She
posted a victory in the 100-
yard fly, and swam third for the
second place 400-yard medley
relayteam.
One swimmer cannot cata-
pult a team victory however,
and the Lady Camels were
able to defeat the Coast Guard
Bears because of valiant ef-
forts by numerous swimmers.
Freshman Erika Fernandes
showed her capability in the
breaststroke when she posted
a victory in the 100 and 200-
yard event. Fernandes also
swam second for the first-place
400-yard medley relay team,
Fellow freshman Hillary
Scott also showed that experi-
ence is not the only ingredient
for victory. The Durham, North
Carolina native posted victo-
ries in the SOD-yard freestyle
and the 400-yard individual
medley with times of 5:19.16
and 4:47.26 respectively.
Captain Erica MacDonald
was particularly impressed
with the Camels effort .
"It's a really hard time in the
season to get up and race;' she
said. "We've been training so
much, and [we've] barely had
time to rest. [The victory) is a
good sign of what Is to come:'
On the men's side, the depth
of the Coast Guard Academy
swim team proved to be insur-
mountable. The Camel men
field a team of 17 while, ac-
cording to the eveI1t program,
the. Bears boast a roster of 37
swimmers.
"We do what we can with
what we've got," captain, [amey
Smith said. "[A]nd more often
then not, we come out on top."
The Camels were able to
come out on top early in the
meet during 400-yard medley
relay. The relay team of Tim
Walsh, Sam Perley, Pat Troy,
and anchor, Grant Moryan
shocked the Bears when they
took first place with a time of
3:32.20.
"When it comes to the med-
ley" Smith said, "we're nothing
short of deadly. The guys in
that race, the looks on their
face. I knew we would be home
free:'
Walsh wasn't done either.
The freshman from Lincoln
Park, New Jersey notched
victories in the 100-yard
backstroke and the 200-yard
backstroke.
The men will look to avenge
their loss and the women will
look to keep their winning
streak when the teams visit
Lewiston, Maine to race Bates
next weekend, February 7.
PETER HEINZ
STAFF WRITER
The Connecticut College
men's basketball team played
an inspired game against
Tufts on Senior Night against
Tufts and sent the seniors
Billy Karis, Ulises Veras, and
Matt Fava off with a win. After
going 0-4 against four teams
in the top five in the NESCAC,
the win against Tufts provided
some hope,
Though once again they are
one of the top 3-point shooting
teams in the nation, it is clear
thatthe Camels live and die by
their defense. As a perimeter-
oriented team, the Camels
need their defensive rotations
and communication to be ex-
actly right to make up for their
lack of size and rebounding.
There is little margin for error,
but when executed properly it
is hard to stop.
The backdoor cuts that
weren't quite hard enough, and
the passes that were turnovers
, against teams like Middlebury
and Williams were working
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